
Performance Agreement

Agreement made this_____ day of _______________________ 

Between Bryan Gilles (Artist) and ________________________________________

                                                                                           Hereinafter called (Producer).

1. Place of Engagement: _______________________________________

2. Exact Address:_____________________________________________

3. Dates of Engagement: _______________________________________

4. Times:______________________ (Bryan will be there within 45-60 mins. Prior to set-up and

sound checks)

5. Producer has agreed to: A minimum of a 8' x 12' performance space with a power source

(standard plug-in) and close parking for load-in/ load-out of performance equipment.

6. Fees: ______________ for the designated time slot. 

7. A deposit of in the amount of _____________ can be mailed to:

The Comedy Magic of Bryan Gilles

 P.O. Box 495012.

Redding Ca. 96049-5012

    The remaining amount is to be paid in full on the day of performance. If paying by check,          

    please make check(s) out to “Bryan Gilles or Elegant Illusion Entertainment”

8. Producer agrees to make lodging in the form of: ________________________________. 

9. Producer is to provide some changing area with nearby water source (must be potable).

10. If Artist is providing walk-around style entertainment, Producer must allow a break of 5-10     

       minutes per hour.

11. Outdoor events- performance agreement is valid “rain or shine.” Due to the nature of outdoor

events, sometimes dangerous situations occur such as rain electrical storms, slippery grounds,

low over-head wires, or any other obstacle that may create a danger to the Artist, and render a

performance impossible. Producer is still responsible to pay Artists fees in the even of rain or

danger. Artist agrees to work hand-in-hand with Client and will do his best to overcome any

obstacles.  

________________________________________ (Artist’s Signature/ Date)

__________________________________________ (Producer’s Signature/ Date)

______________________________________________ (Producer’s Address)

     _______________________________________ (Producer’s Phone Number)

________________________________________________ (Producer’s Email)

The above signatures confirm that the parties have read and approved each and all of the terms

and conditions set forth as well as the terms and conditions as set forth in any attached riders.


